Conservation of printed books of Meherjirana Library, Navsari, Gujarat: A team of Conservators completed the conservation work from 27.3.2019 to 29.5.2019 at the established laboratory at Meherjirana Library, Navsari, Gujarat. During the period Volumes I to X of Parsee Prakash having 3623 folios were restored. The Volumes belong to period 1860 and contain events relating to birth, death, marriage, small and big events which are important to Parsi religion. The problems notice was presence of dust, brittleness, weakening of the paper, torn pages, warping, foxing, loose stitching, binding cover damaged and loss of areas along with text matter. The treatment included documentation along with B.T. photography, dry cleaning, removal of old binding, stitching, separation of folios, neutralization, removal of stains, mending and filling of missing tears, provided guard strip on each sections, both side lining, trimming of lined folios, section stitching, providing full cloth binding and finally A.T. photography.